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Breakdown Fall League Instructions for Teams and Spectators 

 
Bloomington Kennedy High School 

 
Teams/Coaches 

1. Kennedy Activity Center is the ONLY entrance for teams.    
2. All teams and coaches must arrive together at the KAC entrance. Teams and 

Coaches will be allowed into the building first. First session begins at 8AM, so 
arrive at 7:30AM to be admitted in.  Players, coaches and staff entering the 
building are required to wear masks until you are participating on the court. 
When exiting, masks must be put on. 

3. Teams must bring your own basketball and water bottles.  
4. Following your two games, all teams, coaches and spectators will need to exit 

the building.  Games at Kennedy Activity Center will exit  the doors. on Court 3.  
Games in the main gym will exit out the doors near gym C.  No one exits through 
the KAC Entrance.   

5. Teams must have a designated color jersey or shirt, preferably being a reversible 
with a number.   
 

6. Teams playing in Sessions 2, 3,4 and 5, please arrive about 20 minutes before 
game time. The doors will not open at the KAC until the prior session is cleared 
out.    

7. Teams and players from other sessions will not be allowed to come and watch 
other teams as this creates capacity limits to what we are allowed.  

 
Session Times 
Session 1: 8AM 
Session 2: 10AM 
Session 3: 12PM 
Session 4: 2PM 
Session 5: 4PM 
Session 6: 6PM 
 
Spectators 

1. Spectators are allowed into the Fall League. Entrance is at the KAC doors.  All 
spectators MUST SIGN A VISTOR’S LOG after they enter.   

2. NO BLEACHERS will be out, spectators can STAND or BRING THERE OWN 
CHAIR.  

3. With COVID 19 capacity limits, each Session will be allowed between 120-150 
people to enter the building.  The variation depends on the number of players, 
coaches and staff that enter the building first, then a set max number is placed 
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for the public.  Each team may have different numbers of players, allowing some 
flexibility.  

4. This will be first come, first serve until we hit a capacity limit in which the doors 
will be closed until the next session.  Admission staff will have counters to know 
exactly the amount each session has for people.   

5. All spectators are required to wear a mask and also be in areas that are using 
social distancing standards.   

6.  Anyone exhibiting ANY COVID-19 symptoms must stay home. 
7. Spectators must remain six feet apart and wearing masks when waiting to enter 

the building.  Entry will be no faster if people get closer together. 
8.  All individuals must sanitize their hands when entering the building.  Hand 

sanitizer is provided. 
9. For spectators, they must remain at least six feet from those who are not living 

in their same household. 
10.  All individuals must sanitize their hands when entering the building.  Hand 

sanitizer is provided. 
11. BPS staff will sanitize doors, handrails, and bathrooms.  Breakdown staff will 

sanitize player benches, score tables, and scoreboard controllers. 
 
 

 
Other Important Items 

1. Bathrooms: Bathrooms will be open and cleaned by school custodial staffs.   
2. Sanitation Procedures:  Kennedy and Breakdown Staffs will be cleaning all areas 

during and after the sessions of play.  
 
Admission Rates 
Adults: $8 
Students/Seniors: $6 
 
 
 


